Diffusion changes precede size reduction in neoadjuvant treatment of breast cancer.
Traditionally, tumor response has been assessed via tumor size measurements during the course of a treatment. However, changes in these morphologically based measures occur relatively late in the course of a treatment. Alternative biomarkers are currently being evaluated to enable an earlier assessment of treatment to facilitate early cessation and cost savings. Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) has been identified by preclinical studies to be a likely alternative to tumor size measurements. In this study, 10 patients were examined prior to and after the first and second chemotherapy cycle time points. Longest diameter tumor measurements and apparent diffusion coefficients (ADCs) were recorded at each exam. An increase in the mean (normalized) ADC was noted as early as the first cycle time point. However, a reduction in the mean (normalized) longest diameter was only noted at the second cycle time point. Significant alterations from the baseline value were noted for ADC at the first (P=.005) and second cycle time points (P=.004). Longest diameter measurements only achieved a borderline significance at the second time point (P=.057). These results indicate that DWI may provide a suitable biomarker capable of providing an indication of response to treatment prior to tumor size measurements.